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Abstract. We describe a denotational, intensional semantics for pro-
grams with polymorphic types with bounded quantification, in which
phenomena such as inheritance between stateful objects may be rep-
resented and studied. Our model is developed from a game semantics
for unbounded polymorphism, by establishing dinaturality properties of
generic strategies, and using them to give a new construction for inter-
preting subtyping constraints and bounded quantification. We use this
construction to give a denotational semantics for a programming lan-
guage with general references and an expressive polymorphic typing sys-
tem. We show that full abstraction fails in general in this model, but
that it holds for all terms at a rich collection of bounded types.

1 Introduction

By combining subtype and parametric polymorphism, type systems with bounded
quantification increase the expressive power of both: they may be used to write
programs which are generic, but range over a constrained set of types (a program
of type ∀X ≤ S.T may be instantiated only with a subtype of S). They have been
used to develop formal theories of key aspects of object oriented languages such as
inheritance [6]. Our aim is to develop an intensional denotational semantics for
subtyping and bounded polymorphism — i.e. a formal semantic account of the
constraints on behaviour which can be expressed in such a system. This allows
for models which combine bounded polymorphism with computational effects (in
particular, state) and, potentially, for semantics-based subtyping theories which
capture aspects of program behaviour.

Previous denotational models of bounded quantification have been based on
an extensional interpretation of polymorphism — for instance by interpreting
subtyping as inclusion of partial equivalence relations [5] or as a relation between
games [8], so that bounded quantification corresponds to a product or intersec-
tion over all instances satisfying the bound. This has generated valuable insights
into the theory of subtyping and polymorphism, but it is not clear how it may
be extended to include computational effects (for example). We take an alterna-
tive, more intrinsically intensional approach by constructing an interpretation
of bounded quantification without first specifying a subtyping relation, beyond
the requirement that it gives rise to coercion morphisms between objects: we will
subsequently show how to interpret subtyping judgements as such coercions.
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Technically, our model is based on the game semantic framework for generic
call-by-name polymorphism described in [15] and reviewed and updated in Sect. 2,
which develops earlier notions of variable game [1,12] with a new interpretation
of quantification as a relation between question and answer moves. In Sect. 3, we
extend this framework by showing that context games correspond to mixed
variance functors on games, and generic strategies to (composable) dinatural
transformations between them. In Sect. 4, we use these properties to construct
an interpretation of subtyping environments and bounded quantification. The
basic idea is to represent a bounded quantification ∀X ≤ S.T (X−,X+) as an
unbounded quantification ∀X.T (S ×X,X), so that negative occurrences of type
variables may be coerced into their bounding types by right projection: defining
the composition of strategies with free, constrained variables requires precisely
the dinaturality properties established in the previous section.

In Sect. 5 we give a semantics for a stateful programming language with a
second-order typing system based on Cardelli and Wegner’s Bounded Fun [6],
and its extensively studied fragment, System F≤(“F-sub”) [7,9] (an extension
of the second-order λ-calculus, System F [11,17] with bounded quantification).
However, these are pure type theories: the language we study is (in essence)
a conservative extension of the metalanguage with general references, and its
games model, originally defined (and proposed as a semantic basis for object
oriented programs) by Abramsky, Honda and McCusker [3]. Finally, we show
that full abstraction does not hold in our model (arguably, due to an expressive
deficit in the language and typing system) but holds for a significant fragment
determined by a simple constraint on types.

2 Second Order Game Semantics

Our games model is based on a semantics of unbounded “System F - style”
polymorphism which is essentially equivalent to that defined in [13,15], with
some minor differences in the representation of games (up to these, our model of
bounded quantification is a conservative extension). Here we recall and modify
the key definitions, referring to [15] for details and proofs.

A “n-context game” as defined in [13] is a Hyland-Ong arena — a set of
moves partitioned between two players, with a binary enabling relation defining
a directed, bipartite acyclic graph — with a further partitioning of moves into
sets of questions, answers, and i-holes for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} into which other arenas
may be instantiated, and a scoped question answer/relation — a ternary relation
on moves — q �m a means a can answer q within the scope of m — such that
Player questions are scoped by Player moves and answered by Opponent moves,
and Opponent moves are scoped by Opponent moves and answered by Player
moves.

In the following, we will work within a universal set of moves in which
enabling, labelling of moves and the question/answer relation are determined
by a fixed representation — so a context arena may be specified simply by giv-
ing a set of moves within this universe (although this is not essential for our
model of bounded quantification, it facilitates some constructions).
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Definition 1. Let A be the set N∪{l, r}∪{∀i | i ∈ N}. Define the universal set
of moves U to be {w •n | w ∈ A∗ ∧ n ∈ N\{0}} — i.e. a move is a word over A
followed by a terminal symbol •n for some n ≥ 1.

Say that a sequence w ∈ A∗ is positive if it contains an even number of occur-
rences of the symbol l, and negative otherwise. If w is positive, then w•i is an
Opponent move, otherwise it is a Player move. (Given X ⊆ U , X+ is the set of
Opponent moves and X− the set of Player moves in X.)

Definition 2. We define the enabling relation 	⊆ U × U : m 	 n if there exist
sequences u, v, w with v, w not containing l, such that m = u · v and n = u · lw.

This is evidently a directed, bipartite acyclic graph on U . Source nodes (Oppo-
nent moves containing no occurrence of l) are called initial moves.

Definition 3. Moves are partitioned into questions, answers, and i-holes as
follows:

– If m = v•i where v contains no occurrences of ∀i, then m is an i-hole move.
– Otherwise, m = u∀i · v•i, for some unique v which contains no occurrences of

∀i. Then m is a question if v is negative, and an answer if v is positive.

The (ternary) scoped question/answer relation on moves is defined as follows:

– q �m a if there exists t, u, v, w such that u contains no occurrences of l and
u, v, w contain no occurrences of ∀i, and m = t∀i · u, q = t∀i · v•i and a =
∀i · w•i.

Definition 4. A game is a subset A ⊆ U such that if u•i ∈ A is a hole move
then u contains no occurrences of ∀j for j ≤ i, and if u 
 m ∈ A then m = u•i.

A is a n-context game if HA(i) (the set of i-hole moves in A) is empty for i > n.

2.1 Examples

Given a n-context game A and element a ∈ A, we write a.A for {am | m ∈ A}.

– We denote the empty game (the empty set of moves) by 1.
– For each i ≤ n, {•i} (or just •i) is the n-context game containing the single

(Opponent hole) move •i, corresponding to a free type variable.
– For any indexing set I ⊆ N, the disjoint union

⋃
i∈I i.A corresponds to an

indexed product or record type.
– Let A ⇒ B denote the game l.A ∪ r.B (the disjoint union of A and B, with

the initial moves of B becoming enablers for the initial moves of A, and the
moves of A switched between Player and Opponent.

– If A is a n-context game, ∀n.A is a n − 1-context game; the Opponent i-hole
moves of A become questions, scoped by the O-initial moves of A, and the
Player i-holes of A become their answers.
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In this way, we can interpret an (unbounded) second-order type (in which vari-
ables and their binders are represented as occurrences of • and ∀ with de Bruijn-
style indices) directly as a game in which the moves correspond to the paths
through the syntax tree of the type from the root to a leaf node (bound or free
variable).

For example, suppose A and B are n-context games. The game ∀n+1((A ⇒
•n+1) ⇒ (B ⇒ •n+1) ⇒ •n+1) (corresponding to the System F type ∀Xn+1.(A →
Xn+1) ⇒ (B → Xn+1) → Xn+1) consists of the initial Opponent question
∀n+1rr•n+1, which enables and scopes its two (Player) answers ∀n+1rlr•n+1 and
∀n+1lr•n+1, and the moves ∀n+1ll.A and ∀n+1rll.B, of which the moves of the
form ∀n+1llm and ∀n+1rllm where m is initial in A or B respectively, are enabled
by ∀n+1rlr•n+1 and ∀n+1lr•n+1, respectively. In other words, this is the lifted sum
game [16], used to define a computational monad, and thus a call-by-value seman-
tics in [2], which we will extend with bounded polymorphism.

2.2 Legal Sequences and Strategies

Interaction in the game may be seen as alternately choosing leaf nodes of this
syntax tree, according to rules we now describe. Define the pending question
prefix of a sequence of moves t over a 0-context arena A (if any):

– pending(sq) = sq, if q is a question,
– pending(sa) = pending(s′), if a is an answer, and pending(s) = s′q.

Definition 5. A legal sequence t on A is a finite sequence of moves in A, alter-
nating between Opponent and Player moves, equipped with a unique justification
pointer from each non-initial move to a preceding move which enables it, such
that:

– If sqs′a 
 t, where q is the pending question in sqs′ then there exists a move m
in s which hereditarily justifies both q and a, such that q �m a (the bracketing
condition).

t is single threaded if it contains at most one initial move, in which case any
pointers from moves enabled by (and therefore justified by) the initial move are
considered implicit.

A strategy for a 0-context game A is a non-empty, even-prefix-closed, even-
branching set of single-threaded legal sequences on A. For each n, we define a cat-
egory G(n) in which objects are n-context games and morphisms from A to B are
strategies on ∀1 . . . ∀n(A ⇒ B) (we will also write G(0) as just G). To define com-
position in G(n), we use the following generalised notion of restriction on justi-
fied sequences: given a partial function f : A → B we may derive a function on
sequences over B — f∗ : U∗ → U∗ applies f pointwise to the moves on which it
is defined, and omits moves on which it is not defined. This extends to justified
sequences: f(n) points to f(m) in f∗(s) iff f(m) and f(n) are both defined and n
points to m in s. Where f is evident from the context, we shall write s�B for f∗(s).
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Let σ† be the least set of legal sequences containing σ and closed under
interleaving. The composition of σ : A → B with τ : B → C is defined:
σ; τ = {s ∈ L∀(A⇒C) | ∃t ∈ A + B + C.t�∀(A ⇒ B) ∈ σ† ∧ t�∀(B ⇒ C) ∈
τ ∧ s = t � ∀(A ⇒ C)}. The identity on A is the set of copycat sequences
{t ∈ L∀(A⇒A) | ∀s 
E t.s�A+ = s�A−}.

For any n-context games A and B, A × B = 0.A ∪ 1.B is a Cartesian
product of A and B in G(n), and A ⇒ B is an internal hom (so G(n) is
a Cartesian closed category). For each n, if A is a n-context game, and B
is a n + 1 context game, there is an evident isomorphism between the are-
nas ∀n+1(A ⇒ B) and A ⇒ ∀n+1B, yielding an evident natural correspon-
dence between G(n + 1)(Jn+1(A), B) and G(n)(A,∀n+1.B) — i.e. the inclusion
Jn+1 : G(n) → G(n + 1) has ∀n+1 as its right adjoint [15].

2.3 Instantiation

Let A be a n-context game, and B and C be i-context games, with i ≤ n.
The instantiation of B and C into the (negative and positive) i-holes of A
(respectively) is defined A(B,C)i =:

A\HA(i) ∪ {w · m | w•i ∈ HA(i)− ∧ m ∈ B} ∪ {w · m | w•i ∈ HA(i)+ ∧ m ∈ C}.

This operation behaves as one would expect for a substitution1: e.g. if A = •1 ⇒
•1 ⇒ •1 then A(B,C)1 = B ⇒ B ⇒ C. Moreover, each morphism in G(n)(A,B)
corresponds to a generic family of morphisms from A(C,C) to B(C,C) for each
n-context game C. These are defined (as in [15]) using the notion of instantiation
of a game into strategy by playing copycat between the arenas plugged into
the holes. Suppose t is a legal sequence on ∀(A(C,C)i ⇒ B(C,C)i), such that
t�∀(A ⇒ B) is a legal sequence, and sa 
 t�∀(A ⇒ B), where a = v•i is a Player
answer in ∀(A ⇒ B) corresponding to a i-hole move in A ⇒ B. As t is well
bracketed, pending(s) = s′q where q = u•i is an Opponent question in ∀(A ⇒ B)
corresponding to an i-hole move in A ⇒ B. So we may define t�(pending(s), sa)
to be the projection of t onto ∀(C ⇒ C) of moves which are suffixes of u and v
(and hereditarily justified by q and a, respectively).

Definition 6. Given a strategy σ : A → B, let σ[C]i : A(C,C)i → B(C,C)i

be the set of sequences t ∈ L∀(A(C,C)i⇒B(C,C)i) such that t�∀(A ⇒ B) ∈ σ and if
sa 
E t, where a is a Player i-hole move in A ⇒ B, then t�(pending(s), sa)) ∈ idC .

As shown in [15], the G(n) may be organised as an indexed cartesian closed
category of context games, in which the Jn and ∀i form an indexed adjunction.
Here we note the following result from loc. cit..

Lemma 1. [C]i is an endofunctor on G(n), such that [C]i · [D]i = [B(C,C)i]i.

1 The condition that i-hole moves contain no occurrence of ∀j for j ≤ i prevents
“capture” of the holes.
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3 Generic Strategies as Dinatural Transformations

In addition to the structure defined in [15], instantiation also acts on strategies as
a (mixed variance) functor (which we will require in order to define our semantics
of bounded quantification) in the following sense:

Definition 7. Given an Opponent hole w•i ∈ H+
A (i), let pw•i

be the partial
projection on moves sending ∀lw ·n to ∀ln and ∀rw ·n to ∀rn, so that it projects
a move in ∀(A(B,C)i ⇒ A(B′, C ′)i) into ∀(C ⇒ C ′). If m ∈ H−

A (i) is a
Player hole move, then let pm be the corresponding projection from ∀(A(B,C)i ⇒
A(B′, C ′)i) into ∀(B′ ⇒ B).

Now, given morphisms σ : B′ → B, τ : C → C ′ in G(n), we may
define A(σ, τ)i : A(B,C) → A(B′, C ′) to be the set of even-length sequences
t ∈ L∀(A(B,C)⇒A(B′,C′)) such that for all even prefixes s 
 t, s�∀(A ⇒ A) ∈ idA

and for any hole move m ∈ H+
i (A), p∗

m(s) ∈ σ† and for any m ∈ H−
n (A),

p∗
m(s) ∈ τ †.

Proposition 1. For any n-context game A, A( , )i is a functor from G(n)op ×
G(n) to G(n).

One might hope that for any generic n-context strategy σ : A → B, the family
{σ[C] : A(C,C)i → B(C,C)i} is a dinatural transformation [4] from A( , )i

to B( , )i — i.e. that for any morphism τ : C → D, the following diagram
commutes:

A(C,C)
σ[C] �� B(C,C)

D(C,τ)

�����
��

A(D,C)

A(τ,C) �������

A(C,τ)

�����
��

B(C,D)

A(D,D)
σ[D] �� B(D,D)

A(τ,D) �������

However, this is not the case:

Proposition 2. σ[ ]i is not a dinatural transformation from A( , )i to B( , )i

in general.

Proof. Take, for example, A = ∀1(•1 ⇒ •1), B = •1 ⇒ •1 and σ : ∀1(•1 ⇒ •1) →
(•1 → •1) to be the counit of the adjunction J1 � ∀1 (i.e. the copycat strategy
between A and B). At any game, ⊥ is the strategy containing only the empty
sequence. Then A(⊥, 1);σ[1];B(1,⊥) = ⊥, but A(•1,⊥);σ[•1];B(⊥, •i) �= ⊥ (it
contains a response to the initial move).

The generic strategies (in Hughes’ model of System F) which do correspond
to dinatural transaformations are characterized in [10], to which we refer for
further discussion. Here we take an alternative approach by showing that σ[ ]i
is dinatural with respect to a subcategory of linear morphisms.
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Definition 8. A morphism σ : A → B is linear if for every initial move m in
B there is an initial move m′ in A such that msm′ ∈ σ if and only if s = ε (so
every non-empty sequence s ∈ σ contains exactly one initial move from A).

It is easy to see that the composition of linear morphisms is linear, and so for
each n we may form a subcategory GL(n) of G(n) consisting of n-context games
and linear morphisms, with an inclusion JL : GL(n) → G(n). Note that × is a
cartesian product in GL(n).

Proposition 3. σ[ ]i is a dinatural transformation from A · JL to B · JL.

In other words, for any linear morphism τ : C → D the dinaturality hexagon
does commute. We prove this by defining the instantiation of τ directly into σ, i.e.
σ[τ ]i : A(B,B)i → D(C,C)i by replacing the identity on B with τ in Definition 6
and showing that A(C, τ)i;σ[C]i;D(τ, C)i and A(τ,B)i;σ[B]i;D(B, τ)i are both
equal to σ[τ ]i. Although the composition of dinatural transformations is not, in
general, dinatural [4], by Proposition 1, those which arise by instantiation of
generic strategies do compose.

4 Semantics of Bounded Quantification

We may now use the functors and dinatural transformations derived from instan-
tiation to represent bounded quantification. A subtyping constraint of the form
Xi ≤ T , where Xi is a type variable, corresponds to the ability to subsume any
term of type Xi into the type T . Thus, in an environment where such a constraint
holds, negative occurences of Xi may be represented as the game [[T ]] × •i, from
which there is a canonical coercion (left projection) into [[T ]]. On the other hand,
positive occurrences of Xi are simply represented as •i (we can’t, for example,
decompose Xi into the bound T and an “unknown” extension). The difficulty is
to define a notion of composition between morphisms by “unifying” this differ-
ent treatment of positive and negative occurrences2. The key to doing so is the
following operation:

Definition 9. Let A be an n − 1-context game. Given σ : B(•n, A × •n)n →
C(A × •n, •n)n, define σ̂ : B(A × •n, A × •n)n → C(A × •n, A × •n)n as follows:
(δ : A → A × A = 〈A,A〉).

B(A × •n, A × •n)n
B(A×•n,δ×•n)n−→ B(A × •n, A × A × •n)n

σ[A×•n]n−→
C(A × A × •n, A × •n)n

C(δ×•n,A×•n)n−→ C(A × •n, A × •n)n

We illustrate by describing a setting corresponding to an environment containing
a single constrained type variable. Given a n−1-context game A, we may define
a category GA in which objects are n-context games and morphisms from B to C

2 Representing negative and positive occurrences of Xi as A × •i leads to a simple
interpretation of composition, but to the failure of bounded universal quantification
to be antitone in type bounds — i.e. we get a model of “kernel F≤” [6].
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are the morphisms from B(•n, A×•n) to C(A×•n, •n) in G. The composition of
σ ∈ GA(B,C) with τ ∈ GA(C,D) is the composition of B(πr, A×•); σ̂ : B(•n, A×
•n) → C(A×•n, A×•n) with τ̂ ;D(A×•n, πr) : C(A×•n, A×•n) → D(A×•n, •n)
in G. The identity on B in GA is B(πr, πr).

Lemma 2. The operation (̂ ) satisfies the following properties:

1. ̂B(πr, πr) = B(A × •, A × •).
2. For σ : B(•, A × •) → C(A × •, •), σ = B(πr, A × •); σ̂;C(A × •, πr).
3. For τ : C(•, A × •) → D(A × •, •), σ̂; τ̂ = ̂B(πr, A × •); σ̂; τ̂ ;D(A × •, πr).

Proposition 4. GA is a well-defined category.

Proof. That B(πr, πr) is an identity follows from Lemma 2 (1). For associativity
of composition, suppose ρ ∈ GA(B,C), σ ∈ GA(C,D) and τ ∈ GA(D,E). Then
(ρ;σ); τ = B(πr, A × •); ̂B(πr, A × •); ρ̂; σ̂;C(A × •, πr); τ̂ ;D(πr, A × •, πr). By
Lemma 2 (3), this is equal to B(πr, A × •); ρ̂; σ̂; τ̂ ;E(πr, A × •, πr), which is
similarly equal to ρ; (σ; τ).

We also have operations on GA corresponding to bounded quantification and
instantiation: let ∀AC = ∀.C(A × •, •). Then for any 0-context game B, there is
an evident isomorphism of arenas between ∀(B ⇒ C(A × •, •)) and D ⇒ ∀AC
yielding:

Proposition 5. The inclusion JA : G → GA is left adjoint to ∀A : GA → G.
Definition 10. Given a 0-context arena D, and a linear morphism c : D → A,
representing a coercion of D into A, we define the bounded instantiation functor
sending σ : B → C to σ{c,D} : B(D,D) → C(D,D):

B(D,D)
B(D,〈c,D〉)−→ B(D,A × D)

σ[D]−→ C(D × A,D)
C(〈c,D〉,D)−→ C(D,D)

Proposition 6. {c,D} is a (Cartesian closed) functor from GA to G.
We iterate these constructions to define categories of context games for rep-

resenting types with multiple bounded free variables.

Definition 11. A bounding sequence of context games A1, . . . , An is one in
which each Ai is a i−1-context game. Given such a sequence, we define categories
G(n)A1,...,Ai

(and its subcategory G(n)L
A1,...,Ai

) for each i ≤ n, in which objects
are n-context games and:

– G(n)ε = G(n).
– In G(n)A1,...,Ai+1 , morphisms from B to C are the morphisms from

B(•i, Ai+1 × •i+1)i+1 to C(Ai+1 × •i+1, •i+1) in G(n)A1,...,Ai
, with the com-

position of σ : B → C with τ : C → D defined to be the composition of
B(πr, Ai+1 × •i+1)i+1; σ̂i with τ̂i;C(Ai+1 × •i, πr) in G(n)A1,...,Ai

. The iden-
tity on B is B(πr, πr)1, . . . , (πr, πr)i+1.
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Proof (by induction) that each GA1,...,Ai
is a (Cartesian closed) category follows

the proof of Proposition 4 above. For any bounding sequence A1, . . . , An, B we
have a right adjoint ∀B

n+1 : to the inclusion functor JB
n+1 : G(n)A1,...,An

→
G(n + 1)A1,...,An,B .

Definition 12. For any i < n, i-context game C and c ∈ G(n)L
A1,...,Ai−1

(C,Ai),
the instantiation functor {c, C}i from G(n)A1,...,Ai

to G(n)A1,...,Ai−1 sends D to
D(C,C)n+1 and σ : D → E to D(C, 〈c, C〉)i;σ[C]i;E(〈c, C〉, C)i. This lifts to
a functor from G(n + 1)A1,...,An

to G(n)A1,...,Ai−1,Ai+1(Ai,Ai),...,Aj(Ai,Ai) for each
n ≥ j > i, since e.g. D(Aj × •j , •j)(C,C)i = D(C,C)i(Aj(C,C)i × •j , •j)

Instantiation preserves cartesian closed structure, and also commutes with the
second-order structure, in the following sense:

Proposition 7. {c, C}i · ∀A
j = ∀A(C,C)

j · {c, C}i.

5 A Stateful Language with Bounded Quantification

So far, we have described subtyping constraints on variables, and bounded quan-
tification, without explicitly defining or discussing the semantics of the subtyp-
ing relation on games, beyond the assumption that it yields a coercing linear
morphism from a subtype to its supertype. In this sense, our semantics is some-
what independent of any particular notion of subtyping, which can be supplied
either intensionally, by a formal system of derivations for subtyping judgments
with their interpretation as coercing morphisms, or extensionally, arising from
a relation on objects in our category with a corresponding notion of coercion
(for example, Chroboczek’s notion of subtyping for games [8]). Taking the for-
mer approach, our interpretation of subtyping constraints, bounded quantifi-
cation and instantiation is sufficient to model typing systems such as Cardelli
and Wegner’s Fun [6] or System F≤[7]. However, since we also wish to describe
the behaviour of (possibly side effecting) programs in this context, we define a
stateful, call-by-value metalanguage, L≤ , with such a typing system. (The main
difference with respect to F≤as a typing system is the inclusion of explicit object
(i.e. record) types: although record types can be encoded in F≤, the semantics
of this encoding in our model is not faithful to the direct interpretation of such
types as products).

In essence, L≤ and its model are an extension with subtyping and bounded
quantification of the metalanguage with general references, L, defined with its
games model by Abramsky, Honda and McCusker [3] (from which there is a
simple translation into L≤ ). Raw types of L≤ are generated by the grammar:

S ::= unit | nat | S → O | ∀X ≤ O.O O ::= X | [l1 : S1, . . . , ln : Sn]

(where the li are drawn from an unbounded collection of labels). Type variables
are restricted to range over the (concrete and variable) object types O, which are
assigned to records containing (possibly side-effecting) methods typed according
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to the values they may return. We can wrap any method type S in an object
type [S] with a single field, for which we omit the label (corresponding to the
lifting operation of the computational λ-calculus), and “thunk” an object type
O as the method type O = unit → O. Judgments Σ 	 T (T is a well-formed
type with free variables in Σ) are derived via the rules:

Table 1. Subtyping judgments for L≤

Table 2. Typing judgments for L≤

A subtyping context is a sequence of subtyping assumptions X1 ≤ O1, . . . , Xn ≤
On such that X1, . . . , Xi−1 	 Oi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. |X1 ≤ O1, . . . , Xn ≤ On| is
the sequence X1, . . . , Xn. Subtyping judgments Θ 	 T ≤ T ′ — where Θ = X1 ≤
O1, . . . , Xn ≤ On is a subtyping context and |Θ| 	 T and |Θ| 	 T ′ — are derived
according to the rules in Table 1. Note that there is a ≤-greatest object type —
the record type with no labels, for which we will write �. So (as in F≤) we can
represent unbounded quantification ∀X.O as ∀X ≤ �.O. There is no greatest
method type, however. Nor do we capture inclusion of values in the subtyping
relation, but leave it as a possible extension. The point is that the distinction
between subtyping as inclusion of values, versus extension of records, which is
blurred in the pure type theory F≤, becomes necessarily more significant in a
setting with side effects. We define the type var[S] of variables storing values of
type S to be the object type with two methods, [get : S, set : S → [unit]].
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Typing judgments Θ;Γ 	 M : T — where Θ is a subtyping context, Γ is a
sequence of typing assumptions x1 : S1, . . . , xn : Sn and T is a type such that
|Θ| 	 S1, . . . , Sn, T — are derived according to the rules in Table 2 extended with
constants for arithmetic, conditional branching (If0S : nat → [S → [S → [S]]])
and reference declaration (newS : var[S]).

The operational semantics of L≤ is based on that given for L in [3]. We extend
the language with an unbounded set of constants a, b, . . . representing location
names, and define the values of this extended language by the grammar:

V ::= n | a | a.set | {l1 = M1, . . . , ln = Mn} | λx.M | ΛX.M

An environment E is a pair of a set of location names, and a partial function
from this to the set of values. The evaluation relation ⇓ between pairs (M,S) of
a closed term and environment and (V,S ′) of a value and environment is defined
in Table 3.

Table 3. Operational semantics for L≤

5.1 Denotational Semantics

The denotational semantics of L≤ extends the games interpretation of references
[3] with our model of bounded quantification. We define the denotations of types
and the subtyping relation first.

Following [2,3], we will interpret method types as indexed families of games.
That is, we interpret types with n free variables in the category Fam(G(n))
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(the coproduct completion of G(n)) in which objects are set-indexed families of
objects of G(n), and morphisms from {Ai | i ∈ I} to {Bj | j ∈ J} are pairs
(f : I → J, {σi : Ai → Af(i) | i ∈ I} of a reindexing function and an indexed
family of morphisms from G(n)). Fam(G(n)) is Cartesian closed and has (small)
coproducts [2]. Defining Σ{Ai | i ∈ I} = ∀n+1(Πi∈IJn+1(Ai) ⇒ •n+1) ⇒ •n+1

(as already observed in Sect. 2, this is concretely the same as the “lifted sum”
construction used to interpret L in [3]) we have [15]:

Proposition 8. Inclusion of GL(n) in Fam(G(n)) is right adjoint to Σ .

This yields a strong monad on Fam(G(n)}. Object types are interpreted as
objects of G(n) and method types as objects of Fam(G(n)), as follows:

[[nat]]n = {1 | i ∈ N} [[unit]] = {1}
[[[l1 : S1, . . . , lm : Sm]]]n = Πi≤mΣ[[Si]]n [[S → O]]n = [[S]]n ⇒ {[[O]]n}
[[Xi]]n = •i [[∀Xn+1 ≤ O.P ]]n = ∀[[O]]

n [[P ]]n+1

Subtyping contexts X1 ≤ O1, . . . , Xn ≤ On are interpreted as the corresponding
bounding sequences [[O1]]0, . . . , [[On]]n−1, and subtyping judgments Θ 	 T ≤ T ′

are interpreted as linear coercing morphisms from T to T ′ in Fam(GL
[[Θ]]). The

key point here is that while Θ 	 T ≤ T ′ may have multiple derivations, they all
correspond to the same morphism.

Table 4. Denotational semantics of subyping judgments

Proposition 9. For any derivable subtyping judgment Θ 	 T ≤ T ′, there is a
unique morphism [[Θ 	 T ≤ T ′]] satisfying the rules in Table 4.

Proof. We define a notion of canonical derivation for subtyping judgments by
replacing the transitivity and reflexivity rules with:

Θ	X≤X
Θ,X≤O,Θ′	O≤O′
Θ,X≤O	X≤O′

(This is essentially Curien and Ghelli’s deterministic system for deriving subtyp-
ing judgments for F≤ [9].) We then prove that every derivation is denotationally
equivalent to a canonical derivation.

5.2 Semantics of Terms

Terms in context are interpreted as morphisms in Fam(G[[Θ]]) — terms of method
type Θ;Γ 	 M : S denote morphisms from [[Γ ]] to Σ[[S]], and terms Θ;Γ 	 M : O
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of object type denote morphisms from [[Γ ]] to [[O]]. The operations of L are
interpreted as in the computational λ-calculus, and the constant new as the
reference cell strategy defined in [3], while subsumption, universal quantification
and instantiation are interpreted as follows:

[[Θ;Γ 	 M : O′]] = [[Θ;Γ 	 M : O]]; [[Θ 	 O ≤ O′]]
[[Θ;Γ 	 M : ∀X ≤ O.P ]] = ∀[[O]]Θ

[[Θ,X ≤ O;Γ 	 M : P ]]
[[Θ;Γ 	 M{O′} : P [O′/X]]] = [[Θ;Γ 	 M : ∀X ≤ O.P ]]{[[Θ 	 O′ ≤ O]], [[O′]]|Θ|}

As in the semantics of subtyping judgments, these rules show how to interpret
each derivation of a typing judgment as a morphism. We need to show that any
derivation for a given term in context yields the same denotation.

Proposition 10. For any derivable typing judgment Θ;Γ 	 M : T , there is a
unique morphism [[Θ;Γ 	 M : T ]].

Proof. This follows the proof in [5]. Use of the subsumption rule generates multi-
ple derivations of the same typing judgment, which are shown to be equivalent by
extending the language with a constant convert : ∀X.[∀Y ≤ X.Y → X] (denoting
the corresponding coercion), and replacing all uses of the subsumption rule with
explicit coercions using convert. Using the (di)naturality properties of convert,
we show that any two terms which correspond to the same term of L≤ obtained
by erasing all occurrences of convert have the same denotation.

We prove soundness of the operational rules using the properties of the com-
putational λ-calculus, the equations relating the cell strategy to declaration,
assignment and derefering in L [3] together with the properties of our semantics
of bounded quantification (i.e. β-reduction for type-instantiation, which follows
from Proposition 7).

Proposition 11. If M, ⇓ V ;S then [[M ]] �= ⊥.

We prove computational adequacy using the approach described in [15]: defining
an approximating semantics in which each cell can be accessed a bounded number
of times, for which adequacy follows from the soundness of the operational rules
by induction; this implies adequacy for the unbounded semantics by continuity.

Proposition 12 (Computational Adequacy). [[M ]] �= ⊥ implies M ⇓.
Let �T be the observational preorder at on closed terms of (closed) type T
induced by the operational semantics — i.e. M �T N if and only if for all
contexts C[ : T ], C[M ] ⇓ implies C[N ] ⇓. (Note that if S ≤ T , terms may be
observationally equivalent at type T but not at type S.) By a standard argument
from adequacy:

Corollary 1. If [[M : T ]] ⊆ [[N : T ]] then M �T N .
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6 Full Abstraction

We now consider how closely our model reflects the observational preorder and
equivalence. First, we give a full abstraction result for a type-restricted fragment
of the language. Define the concretely bounded types by the following grammar:

S :: B | S → O | ∀X ≤ [l1 : S1, . . . , ln : Sn].O O ::= X | [l1 : S, . . . , ln : S]

That is, we require that quantification bounds are not type variables. This is a
significant constraint — it prevents the inheritance between variable types from
being represented directly as a subtyping assumption — but leaves an expressive
typing system.

Proof that every finite strategy over a concretely bounded type is definable as
a term closely follows the decomposition argument given in [15] for unbounded
polymorphism (System F) with general references. The reason for the restriction
on types is that we can eliminate negatively occuring concretely bounded quan-
tifiers by instantiating them with a type which extends their bound with a single
method of type unit — i.e. given a strategy σ : [[∀X ≤ [l1 : T1, . . . , ln : Tn].O]] →
[[T ]], we can find a strategy σ′ : [[[O[l1 : T1, . . . , ln : Tn, l′ : unit]/X]]] → [[T ]] such
that if σ′ is the denotation of a term x : [O[[l1 : T1, . . . , ln : Tn, l′ : unit]/X]] 	
M : T , then σ is the denotation of y : ∀X ≤ [l1 : T1, . . . , ln : Tn] 	 M [y{[l1 :
T1, . . . , ln : Tn, l′ : unit]/x]. Using this property, in conjunction with the decom-
position argument given in [15], we may show that:

Proposition 13. For any concretely bounded type T , context Γ and subtyping
context Θ, each finite strategy σ : [[Γ ]]Θ → [[T ]]Θ is the denotation of a term
Θ;Γ 	 M : T .

This is sufficient to establish full abstraction at concretely bounded types, follow-
ing the argument from finite definability in [3]. For any strategy σ, let comp(σ)
be the complete plays (sequences with no unanswered questions) of σ.

Theorem 1. For any terms M,N : T , where T is a concretely bounded type,
M �T N if and only if comp([[M ]]) ⊆ comp([[N ]]).

Finally, we give a counterexample showing that full abstraction does not hold at
all types. Consider the strategy consisting of prefixes of the sequence:

∀

1 (∀•1

2 .Σ (•2 ⇒ •2)) ⇒ Σ1)
OQ

PQ
OA

PQ
OA

PA

This strategy is not the denotation of any term X ≤ �;x : S 	 M : [unit], where
S(X) = ∀Y ≤ X.[Y → Y ]. Informally, if M calls x then it must instantiate it
with a subtype of X — in the absence of further subtyping assumptions this
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must be X itself, giving an object of type [X → X]. But M cannot use such a
method, as X is unbounded and does not occur anywhere else among its types.
Formally, we observe that:

Lemma 3. For any term x : S 	 M : O, where X does not occur in Γ,O
[[Γ, x : S 	 M : O]] = [[Γ, x : S 	 M [ΛY.[⊥]/x] : O]]

From this we may derive a counterexample to full abstraction. Let T = ∀X ≤
�.[(S → [unit]) → [unit]] and consider the terms M = λfT .f{�}ΛY.[⊥] and
N = λfT .f{�}ΛY.[λyY .(y ())] of type T . Evidently, M �T N , moreover the
inclusion of [[M ]] in [[N ]] in the games model at this type is strict — they are
separated by playing against the strategy defined above.

Proposition 14. M1 and M2 are observationally equivalent at T → [unit].

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any term V = ΛX.λx.M : T , V {�}
ΛY.λyY .y is equivalent to V {�}ΛY.λyY .⊥. This follows from Lemma 3, since M
is (denotationally and thus observationally) equivalent to M [ΛY.[⊥]/x].

Arguably, this example shows up an expressive deficit in L≤ (and similar type
theories for bounded quantification such as F≤): it does not allow the extension
of a variable type X with further methods to create a new subtype of X —
in the absence of further assumptions, the only subtype of X is X itself, even
though X represents an object which could be extended with new fields.

7 Further Directions

Avenues for further research include:

– Our model for bounded quantification has some quite general aspects, being
based on a model of unbounded quantification in which morphisms corre-
spond to composable dinatural transformations. A systematic account of this
construction, and its coherence properties remains to be given.

– L≤ could be seen as a more general system with polymorphism at value
(method) types, extending the unbounded case [14]. Subtyping for such
types is based on inclusion of their values, sucggesting that quantifiecation
is bounded below (e.g. by the empty type).

– Extension of the full abstraction result to all types, by allowing the extension
of a variable type with further methods. This would appear to require the
capacity to declare new method labels, suggesting a role for nominal games.

– An open problem is to give a directly defined subtyping relation on games
which captures all subtyping judgments of L≤ (or F≤itself). This appears fea-
sible, notwithstanding the undecidability of subtyping in F≤(which extends
readily to L≤ ), since such a relation need not precisely coincide with subtyp-
ing in F≤— for example, the types � and S ⇒ � are syntactically distinct,
but semantically equivalent.
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